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Former ISI chief Hamid Gul – Mumbai
attacks, 911 “inside jobs”

The former head of the Pakistani ISI was interviewed by CNN’s Fareed Zakaria recently . He had
interesting things to say. Here is the transcript of the interview:

ZAKARIA: General Gul, you know that the United States has given four names to the United Nations of
ISI officers whom it would like to place on an international terrorist list. You are one of those four names.

What’s your reaction to that.

GEN. HAMID GUL, FORMER PAKISTANI INTELLIGENCE CHIEF (via broadband): I think this is a
frame-up, a total frame-up. I have – I have my own (ph) voice. And I raise. I have a position which I
express freely, openly. I’m like an open book.

This is preposterous. This is wrong. This is fallacious. And if my government does not …

ZAKARIA: What are the charges against you?

GUL: … XX me, they …

ZAKARIA: What are the charges against you?

GUL: Their charges are that I am helping the Taliban and al Qaeda. And what – this is so generalized.
And particularly, there is the mention of Sarajo Din Nohani (ph), whom I have never seen in my life. I
don’t know who he is. I knew his father, Jalal ud-Din Nohani (ph), way back when I was D.G. ISI. But
that’s been a long time ago.

I have nothing to do – I have no means to help them. But, of course, my position is that Americans have
aggressed in Afghanistan. And whoever is resisting, the resistance there is justifiable.

So, that is my position. I will maintain that position. If that becomes the basis of dubbing me as terrorist,
then I would say, it’s all right.

But other than that, to say that I’m practically involved in any kind of help – absolutely wrong. I am not
that at all. ZAKARIA: General Gul, when you read about these attacks in Mumbai, and you see – when
you read about the attacks in Mumbai, this is a three-stage, amphibious assault in which the boats were
commandeered, the captain and crew then killed.

They maintained radio silence. They split up into pairs. They know their locations. They make a few
false targets to draw the first responders there.

This seems like a military operation.

Isn’t it likely that there was some special forces or intelligence assistance given to these attackers?

GUL: Indeed. I think that this was a very sophisticated operation. There is no doubt about it. It has
rocked the – and I have all my sympathies for India – they rock this huge country for 72 hours. And they
really don’t know how to react and respond to this.

But when you look at the full spectrum of possibilities, who could have done it, then one knows that
Samjhauta Express was a similar case, in which Pakistan ISI was accused. But it turned out that it was
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the militant Hindus themselves who had killed 68 passengers in that train, and that it was an inside job.

Now Colonel Srikant Purohit, who is a serving army officer, he has been caught in this particular case.
And the whole thing has turned around.

So, obviously, there is an inside job.

ZAKARIA: If it turns out, as the one surviving terrorist says, that these people were trained in Pakistan in
four separate locations, do you think it would be retired ISI people? Who would be training these
groups?

GUL: Not necessarily. It is a question of motivation only. If somebody is motivated, then it is – because
what kind of weapons did they use? That’s very important. They used flashing (ph) calls (ph). They used
the hand grenades. And this is – this doesn’t require a great deal of training. And, of course, these
weapons are also available in the open market.

If the evidence is there, then I am one of the people who would say, yes, India really has been done a
great deal of wrong. We have said – and Pakistan government policy has been very clearly enunciated –
that we will punish them. Bring the evidence, we’ll take them to task. But so far, no bodies have been
shown, no faces have been shown. And this man has not also been brought before the cameras.

I think the evidence has to be, because you cannot, on the basis of accusation alone, start taking
actions which can unleash historical kind of changes. And this would be a watershed in the relationship
between India and Pakistan, and we have to be very careful about it.

ZAKARIA: But are you confident that the ISI does not have links, formal or informal, with Lashkar-
e-Taiba?

GUL: I have no linkages with them. But I do understand the character of an organization. It’s a highly
disciplined organization, unlike the other organizations. Their political appointees can be infiltrated.

In the ISI, it is only the uniformed personnel who come and serve for two to three years. And then they
revert back to their parent services. So, they are bread-and-butter. Their career advancement, their
promotion chances – they all lie with the three armed services, that is, navy, army and the air force.

So, there is one organization, intelligence organization, which would remain absolutely on the line. That
would be the ISI.

Unless you say that, OK, the army is behind it, the Pakistan government’s policy is this. ISI cannot do a
maverick job like this. It is unbelievable.

ZAKARIA: The president of Pakistan, Mr. Zardari, the day after the attacks, said that he would send the
head of the ISI to India to cooperate. The next day it was revealed that, effectively, the army chief of staff
had overruled him.

Is that appropriate for the elected head of state to be overruled by the head of the army?

GUL: Well, I think it was a good thing that they withdrew their decision. And besides, sending the D.G.
ISI is something totally – Indians should not have demanded this, and Pakistan should not have
accepted to send him, because it was only an accusation at that time.

And it was not a question of cooperation, it was a question of interrogating, summoning him. In fact, the
word “summon” was used. And that was an affront to the national honor of Pakistan and that of the
Pakistan armed forces.

ZAKARIA: Do you think we should be thinking of al Qaeda as a terrorist group? I know that there was a
conference in January 2001, which you attended, at which you felt that bin Laden was better described
as a religious warrior, and should not actually be thought of as a terrorist.

GUL: No. We said, unless the evidence is brought up against him, then he is not a terrorist. It’s wrong.
9/11’s full evidence has still not emerged. It is still shrouded in mystery.

A lot of people have a lot of misgivings about that. And it’s not only me. I think a lot of people in America
would be thinking the same way. There are scientists, there are scholars, who have written articles on it.

So, I think to dub a man as terrorist – because I know, I heard him twice say on radio, or something like
that, and I think it was Osama – not only that, but Mullah Omar also said that he did not believe that
Osama had carried out that act. So, that is still a mystery, and it needs to be resolved. Americans have
still to set up a proper commission, an inquiry commission, into this event. I think that’s very important.
And I think President-designate Obama would do well to set up an inquiry commission into this.

ZAKARIA: What is your hunch as to who did – who perpetrated the 9/11 attacks?

GUL: Well, I have been on record, and I said it is the Zionists or (ph) the neocons. They have done it. It
was an inside job.

And they wanted to go on the world conquerors. They were looking upon it as an opportunity window,
when the Muslim world was lying prostrate. Russia was nowhere in sight. China was still not an
economic giant that is has turned out to be.

And they thought that this was a good time to go and fill (ph) those strategic areas, which are still lying
without any American presence. And, of course, to control the energy tap of the world.

Presently, it is the Middle East, and in future it is going to be Central Asia. So, there are many, many XX.
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And, of course …

ZAKARIA: But you think …

GUL: … XX.

ZAKARIA: But you think who would be …

GUL: That’s what I also think, yes.

ZAKARIA: Who is at the heart of – who do you think was at the heart of plotting 9/11?

GUL: At the – it’s very difficult, really. I wouldn’t point my finger at it.

But I think it was planned in America. And at least one knows that it was done in Germany, as far as the
reports go.

But I think the heart of planning was inside America, because the job was done there. But not a single
person so far has been captured, caught, interrogated inside America, even though this entire episode
took place there.

ZAKARIA: But you’ve said that the people behind it were the Zionists, neocon conspiracy. Do you mean
by that American Jews? Do you mean Israel?

GUL: No Israel. I will not – because Jews are also divided into – not all Jews are bad. Of course, there
are a lot of things common between Jews and Muslims.

In fact, they are the closest to us religion-wise, because some of their scriptures are respected by us.
Their prophets are our prophets. They have the injunctions in Torah are very much similar to injunctions
in the Holy Quran. So, there are things which are very common.

But there are those people who are very ambitious, who have a certain agenda of their own. And I think
they have turned the world upside-down, because of those ambitions or their fears.

So, fear and ambitions are two things which have come together as far as Zionists are concerned. And
they are trying to drive the policies of America. And unfortunately, the American people are suffering
because of that.
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Anonymous  on December 09, 2008  ·  at 1:08 am UTC

The zionist kingdom  of Saudi Arabia  and the US Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) have
been using the “proxy army”  to destabilize the government in Iran.
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Very interesting article, as well as forwards in the comments section. I will definitely keep
this all in mind as events unfold.

I do happen to believe that the Saudi leaders, or at least part of them, and certain people in
their intelligence agency, have been working with the Zionist minded U.S. and Israeli leaders
and certain people in the CIA and Mossad intelligence agencies all along, to serve a specific
agenda.

And if you consider that 15 of the 19 alleged hijackers were Saudi, that many of the suicide
bombers in Iraq have been Saudi, that they have had a number of Saudi fighters and
bombers in Lebanon and Syria as part of the Fatah Islam movement, and that Saudis
involved in so-called terror operations who are captured and taken as prisoners always
seem to conveniently get released back to their country, add this to the recent reports on
Press TV, and you can’t help but feel there is some kind of conspiracy going on.

The conspiracy very much appears to me to be against groups and countries that are
standing up to Israel and the U.S. plans and actions in the region, despite the fact that the
Al-Qaeda minded “terrorists” are mostly linked to the so-called moderate countries in the
region, that just happen to be U.S. interest friendly, also meaning Israel friendly.

I happen to believe that Saudi leaders and their appointed Sheiks are from those hypocrites
who have been mentioned in the Holy Qur’an, because behind closed doors they do not
serve the interests of Islam or the Ummah(Muslim people), they serve the interests of the
Zionists and the non-Muslims who are taking advantage and abusing the rights of the
Muslims.

I happen to believe that most Saudi people are innocent, but their leaders are not…
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There is another interesting article from Press TV to add to the list:

Mumbai carnage: A smokescreen to kill whistleblowers?

http://www.presstv.ir/Detail.aspx?id=77859&sectionid=3510303
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Another article of interest from the Asian Times to add the others:

History haunts Saudi strategy with Syria
By David B Roberts

http://www.atimes.com/atimes/Middle_East/JL10Ak02.html
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Any comments on the following investigative piece written by Wayne Madsen:

Dawood Ibrahim fits the billing for one of Cheney’s “unsavory” intelligence sources

http://onlinejournal.com/artman/publish/article_4105.shtml
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Pakistan-based Kashmiri independence movement, Lashkar e Toiba. Indian authorities
claim they intercepted satellite phone conversations between the attackers in Mumbai and
their leaders in the Pakistan cities of Karachi and Lahore.

India has long blamed most violent incidents on Pakistani intelligence(ISI) and claims it was
behind Lashkar and other violent Kashmiri groups.

For this old warhorse, all the evidence pointing to Pakistan – even a cell phone found with
phone numbers in Karachi and Lahore – is just a bit too convenient. So is the story being
told by the sole captured attackers. Reminds me of perfectly the intact Koran that was found
in the burned out rubble of New York’s World Trade Center.

I’m not saying the Mumbai attacks were staged, as many believe about the World Trade
Center, but one must be cautious about the self-serving claims coming from Indian
authorities who have an obvious axe to grind. What they do not want talked about is India’s
embarrassing security failures or the possibility that the attackers might have been Indians,
or aided by local allies. Or that the attack was all about the anti-Indian uprising Kashmir,
where 40,000 to 80,000, mostly Muslims, have died since 1989.

So take all this with a grain or two of salt.

What, in any event, will India do? Bomb a few Kashmiri insurgent camps in Pakistani
Kashmir? Grab chunks of Pakistan? Impose a naval blockade on Karachi? Indians are
howling for revenge, and who can blame them. But India is showing itself uncertain about
how to response to the Mumbai attacks while militant groups in Pakistan are rubbing their
hands in glee, safe under the umbrella of Pakistan’s nuclear arsenal. ” Eric Margolis
http://www.ericmargolis.com/notebook.aspx
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I ran across this article which concentrates on a geopolitical theory behind the Mumbai
attacks, which for me rang some bells behind some of my suspicions:

Creating an “Arc of Crisis”: The Destabilization of the Middle East and Central Asia
The Mumbai Attacks and the “Strategy of Tension”

by Andrew G. Marshall

http://www.globalresearch.ca/index.php?context=va&aid=11313

I would appreciate any feedback on this….
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